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Pictures: Chancellor Sam Schuman's Opening Convocation speech August 15, 2003
Summary:
(September 3, 2003)-One of the earliest books about Vladimir Nabokov was Page Stegner’s study entitled “Escape into
Aesthetics.” It was a good book, but its core thesis was wrong. That thesis was that Nabokov sought in pure art an
escape from the tragedies of his own life and obscene idiocies of politics. Actually, I believe Nabokov’s works,
especially his novels, employ a heightened aesthetic sense as a springboard for transmuting tragedy into bliss and seeing
beneath social folly a pattern, like the pattern of art, in all life.
There was last year, and there will be this year, plenty of time for grim messages of fiscal gloom, administrative
restructurings, athletics controversies, student and faculty recruitment challenges, and the like. I thought that today I
would ignore all those pressing daily exigencies of our shared professional lives and take as my text the Monty
Pythonesque motto, “and now, for something completely different.” I want say a bit about two visual images. You can
judge if I am escaping into aesthetics, or trying to use these pictures to say something even more important than Budget
Recommendations I, II, III, etc. “Look here upon this picture, and on this,” says Hamlet in his rather oedipal bedroom
scene with Ophelia.
The first picture is of Roan Mt., in the mountains of Western North Carolina. The 14-mile hike over Roan and a series
of 3 or 4 other Southern Appalachian “balds” is one of my favorite sections of the Appalachian Trail, but actually this
could be a similar picture from the Western mountains, or the Alps or the Andes. What I find perennially fascinating
about walking in mountains is the interplay between the tiny alpine wild flowers at ones feet, and the huge overarching
peaks beyond. Both can be beautiful, on a few lucky occasions to the point where you realize that “breathtaking” isn’t
always a metaphor. But the trick is to attend to both. To stand in equal awe of the huge, commanding rocky peaks and
the tiny, perfect, fragile flowers.
This has always been my favorite analogy for the life of an academic administrator. I always try to remind myself that if
I am doing my job decently, I simultaneously attend to the little details along the path and to the overarching peaks
towards which we climb. If you only notice the wild Potentilla as you climb Swiftcurrent Peak in Glacier Park, or these
Grey’s Lilies on Roan Mt., you miss the point of being in the mountains. If you only pay attention to the daily detail of
budgets and student appeals and internecine feuds, you miss the point of the journey, which is a peak much, much larger.
Education, especially good liberal education, can help people make themselves better: more open, more curious, more
rational, more understanding, more modest, more caring, more questioning. That’s the best hope for the world: that’s
the mountain we climb. At the same time, if we ignore the fragile beauty of the wildflowers at our feet, we stumble, but
more importantly we miss the steady delight of the tramping. If we only think about getting to the top, it’s no fun to get
there, and we miss all kinds of glory along the way. Chancellors and Deans and Directors have to be managers as well
as visionaries visionaries as well as managers. Without the vision, the management is trivial without the management,
the vision is fruitless. I suggest this duality applies to all of us in this business: teachers, staff, students as well as
administrators. We can only do our best as educators if we always look back and forth from the mountaintops to the
wildflowers of our jobs and of our lives.

The second picture is Vermeer’s “Woman with a Water Jug” painted in 1664-65. I confess that I am wild about
Vermeer. I can, and even do, just sit and look at copies of Vermeer’s relatively few paintings over and over and always
find something new and exciting. Vermeer is, for me, Shakespeare for the eye. He painted four kinds of pictures. Least
interesting, to me anyhow, are some rather overwrought religious allegories (“Christ in the House of Martha and Mary”
for example). Secondly, and quite stunningly, are a couple of exterior scenes of Delft: “The Little Street” and the “View
of Delft.” Thirdly are the portraits, like “Girl with the Pearl Earing.” Most famously, though, are the quiet, small
interior scenes of 17th century Dutch life like “Woman with a Water Jug”.
At first, this seems the most simple of pictures. It is a lady looking out a window. So what? But in fact, both
aesthetically and thematically, beneath the small, quiet, simplicity it profound depth. I am no art critic, but let me just
point out one way in each of those areas where the painting merits much more intense observation.
Aesthetically, this picture represents an absolutely stunning use of light. Look at the way the light from the window
illuminates the solitary, contemplative woman at the center of the work. For example, look at the way the color of the
light grades up the wall from the bottom of the painting, where it is quite red, to the intensity of her skirt near her hip,
where it is much more blue, to the distinctly blue wrinkles in her headdress. Even more dramatically, though, look at
how Vermeer treats that red oriental rug on the table. See it reflected on the bottom of the dish and the side of the
pitcher.
Thematically, this picture represents a fascinating dialog about the interior world and the exterior. The scene is closely
domestic, there isn’t much space in this corner of room – between the table and the chair and the wall, for instance. But
notice the painting over the woman’s left shoulder: it is a map. Remember that 1664 is in the very midst of a great age
of exploration and discovery and colonization of the world – we are about half way between Christopher Columbus and
George Washington. And what is the woman with the water jug doing in this painting? She’s opening the window out
of her close room. She is peeking out, into the same wide wide world depicted behind her on the map. Behind her, on
her left, is a map in front of her, on her right, is an opening window. She is performing the most mundane of daily tasks
– pouring some water. She is quiet, and at peace, but she is contemplative, almost with a monastic calm. Like many of
Vermeer’s domestic scenes, there is a vague religiosity and mystery about the most mundane of everyday tasks. What is
she thinking about that’s outside that window?
This is the simplest of scenes. Quiet, plain, everyday. But beneath the simplicity is great complexity and depth. And, I
would argue, beneath the complexity lurks a very different kind of simplicity which affirms that the plain is sacred and
holy, the interior world is the key to global vision, that simplicity itself is Godly. When Nancy Schuman and I first
came to Morris, close to a decade ago, we rented Pieranna Garavaso and Lorrie Lemke’s house, and on one of my first
nights here, as they were about to leave for Italy and I was about to move in, they kindly invited me over for dinner.
Pieranna spoke about what she valued about Morris, Minnesota, and her life at UMM, and she said that the simplicity of
life here let her concentrate on what was really important. I extrapolate: she could think about philosophy, not about
finding a parking place, or which restaurant to patronize. Morris, and UMM are small, close, simple, domestic spaces.
But we have in our room, maps and guides to the whole world, past and present, and we offer the opportunity to open
the window and look out. Across the ocean and the centuries, Vermeer speaks to us, and he says: open the window, let
the light in, you’ll be amazed at the beauty you see. Quietly contemplate your simple space, and your vision can be
boundless.
I presume you don’t need me to dwell overtly any more on the connections I see between these two images, nor on the
messages I think they speak to us at the start of a new academic year. Let us delight in our quiet domesticity marvel at
the wildflowers and let us also open the windows and look out lift up our eyes unto the mountains.
SS
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